Keep your running gear and any
other underwater metals free
of marine growth and protected
against corrosion with Propspeed.

Over 21
years
protecting
underwater
assetsTM
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Propspeed® is the best
foul-release coating on the market.
Fouling of running gear is a constant
headache for boat owners, requiring
expensive and time-consuming
grinding and sanding to remove
marine growth at every haul-out.
Take control with Propspeed—the
cost-effective way to keep your
marine vessel performing at its
peak.

An effective, long-lasting solution.

Multi-season, trusted globally.
Applied and maintained correctly,
Propspeed will protect your
underwater metals from marine
growth for 1 – 2 years. Any marine
growth that does attach can be
easily wiped away while wet using
a soft cloth. Thousands of happy
boat owners around the world trust
Propspeed to protect their assets
and boost their performance.

Apply Propspeed to your running gear
and any underwater metals using
our two-part system: a super-strong
Etching Primer that bonds firmly to
the metal substrate, ensuring the
coating won’t flake, peel or wear
away, followed by an ultra-smooth
Clear Coat that creates a slick, nontoxic surface that marine growth
can’t get a grip on.

Use Propspeed on
propellers, rudders,
shafts, struts, trim
tabs, IPS drives,
thrusters, keel coolers
or any underwater
metal surface.
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Save on operating costs.
Having clean propellers, running
gear and underwater metals lowers
maintenance costs, saves fuel and
operational costs. Propspeed also
reduces the risk of corrosion by
electrically isolating the metal,
as well as limiting the exchanges
between the ions and the gases
contained in the water and the
metal. In short, if a reaction can’t
occur, there will be no corrosion!

More speed, less fuel.™

Protects
propellers and
any underwater
metals from
marine growth
Boosts speed
and fuel
efficiency,
protects
against
corrosion
Non-toxic, with
a long service
life

Any marine growth on your boat’s
running gear will negatively impact your
performance. You may see increased fuel
consumption, loss of speed, or excessive
noise and vibration.
Boat owners and captains all over the
world have experienced the Propspeed
difference — a long-lasting, ultra-smooth
surface that prevents marine fouling,
reduces fuel burn and boosts speed!
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Propspeed is
effective on
boats of all sizes
and types, both
recreational and
commerical.

Superior coatings, better
boatingTM

Having clean props
and running gear
lowers maintenance
costs, reduces
corrosion and
decreases fuel burn.

Propspeed is dedicated to
developing products that
make marine craft more
efficient and economical to
run and maintain. We proudly
manufacture and distribute
Propspeed, Lightspeed and
Foulfree, foul-release coatings
trusted by boat owners and
captains worldwide for over 21
years. Prevent surface fouling
below the waterline and enjoy
improved performance and
hassle-free maintenance.
www.propspeed.com

CONTACT US TODAY!
PH: +1 (754) 346-4466
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